About the Artist

Artists Statement

‘Aly takes the traditions of basket-making
and weaving, then drags them kicking and
screaming into strange new places’.

‘How inappropriate to call
this planet Earth; when it is
clearly an Ocean.’
Arthur C Clarke

As seen on Art Nation, ABC TV, March 2011

De Groot’s inter-disciplinary practice involves the creation of woven
sculpture,installation and wearable’s which are often ’witty, gawky and
elegant at once’ (Ooms, Australian Art Collector, 2005). As a recipient of a Charles
Darwin University Post Graduate Research
Scholarship, her PhD question, titled:
Underwater Basket Weaving, explores
issues surrounding basketry and ecology.
De Groot’s creative agenda involves a
thorough investigation into the use of marine detritus combined with basket making
techniques, resulting in ethereal works that
extend the conversation about the fragile
marine eco-system and the importance
of celebrating and protecting it.
She is a passionate and prolific maker
and her Underwater Basket Weaving studio
series is testimony to this. This publication
presents a small selection of these works,
demonstrating a cross section of the artist’s creative developments and explorations.
Many of these works have been well received, such as Lucky, The Patron Saint for
All Things Protected, which won the 2013
TOGA Art Award, as well as her woven
sculpture, titled Mermaid, which was a
finalist in the 2012 Hobart Art Prize.

Last year her figurative sculpture- Mermaid- Too
Caught Up was a finalist in the Waterhouse
Natural History Art Prize at South Australia Museum,
where it received an honorable mention and acclaim by revered art critic Sasha Grishin, who said:
“One piece which I did find hauntingly attractive was by the young Darwin based artist, Aly de
Groot. The winner of last years TOGA Art Award,
she weaves rather bizarre, pseudo-marine forms
out of discarded fishing line and hooks. These
creations possess an ethereal beauty, whilst at the
same time comment on the devastation caused
to marine habitats by discarded fishing line and
fishing nets”
Sasha Grishin, Canberra Times, November 9, 2014
Intertwined is a giant woven public sculpture by
de Groot, commissioned by the City of Darwin so
as to secure a major work of excellence and fulfill
their agenda to add to Darwin’s cultural collection. The two giant jellyfish forms stand proudly, like
gatekeepers, at the entrance to East Point Nature
Reserve in Fannie Bay, Darwin. In May 2015, Ghost
Story: The Art of Aly De Groot, featured on ABC’s
I-view (this can be viewed at www.alydegroot.
com.au). The evocative and haunting documentary, directed by Tim Parish and Produced
by Shannon Swan, creatively depicts de Groot’s
multi disciplinary practice with animation and
visual metaphors, making it a beautiful artwork in
it’s own right.

I was interested to discover that the American term ‘underwater
basket weaving’ is used to depict ‘easy’ degrees that have no
valuable educational content. I wanted to prove this wrong
through creative research as a PhD candidate. Thourough
explorations and experimentation with marine debris along with
contemporary basket making techniques resulted in woven
sculpture, installation, wearable art and ghost net baskets. These
baskets are often, in actuality, dysfunctional as utilitarian objects,
their primary purpose being to establish a creative avenue to
dispose of marine debris and create awareness about this dire
environmental threat.
Ghost nets are fishing nets that have been abandoned at sea,
lost accidentally, or deliberately discarded. Sea turtles, along
with many other marine species, are often slaughtered by the
nets, which continue to fish indiscriminately. These nets can be up
to ten kilometers long and are a global problem, but specifically
present trouble in Northern Australia, where I have been involved
in projects with Indigenous rangers, weavers and schools so as
to find creative avenues to dispose of the nets. We explored the
way that different types of nets ‘behaved’ and experimented
using different weaving methodologies and colour combinations.
We shared these findings in the form of new work in invited exhibitions and installations in Darwin and Nationally. The ghost net
story was also shared far and wide through the many workshops I
facilitated using the nets throughout Australia in schools, festivals,
conferences, remote communities and even detention centers.
In 2010 I was employed by Ghost Nets Australia to work with
Indigenous rangers and weavers at the Anindiliakwa Art Centre
on Groote Island in North-East Arnhem Land to experiment with
ways to make ghost nets into baskets and sculpture. Some of
these, were exhibited in A Long Tide, at Artisan Gallery in Brisbane
in 2011, demonstrating the diversity of responses to marine
debris by Indigenous and non-indigenous artists, across Australia,
including baskets by Nalda Searles, whimsical birds Zoe and Stan
de Jersey from Arakun along with a smack of my Jellyfish. We
weave the tragic story of the human condition, where reckless
human behavior is destroying that which we need for rudimentary
survival, highlighting the dire need for attention to the extreme
‘rubbishing’ of the ocean.
I first started making jellyfish as a part of my Masters research
at Charles Darwin University in 2004. Although jellyfish are quite
beautiful, I believe they can be symbolic of our attraction to
unsustainable living practices that are creating problems, often
without us knowing it. All over the world different jellyfish breeds
are going crazy - different countries have jellyfish problems due
to overfishing, pollution, and the warming of the oceans making

the perfect conditions for them to survive and thrive. Jellyfish
are a large part of a sea turtles diet and turtles often end up
eating plastic bags thinking that they are their favorite food.
Because of a lack of predators and the warming of the seas,
jellyfish populations are burgeoning. I create jellyfish and
other marine species to weave a narrative that tells this story.
Through the absurdity of jellyfish being found outside their
natural environs, such as in galleries and installations, I aim to
bring to the fore this dire situation.
Fiber art in Australia is intrinsically aligned with connection to
land and culture (Keller, C, 2010) Therefore, an integral element of my art making included an exploration of my Dutch
origins by taking my art practice to the Netherlands. In 2010
I participated in a two-month Art residency in the Dutch City
of Arnhem. A close friend of mine was a deck hand on the
Greenpeace Ship, the Esperenza, in Amsterdam, so I found
myself on night watch- watching and weaving. This was the
first time I extended upon my jellyfish forms to make a large
scale figurative piece- Til’ Human Voices Wake Us and we
Drown. This artwork embodies the human attraction to consumer deceptions that allure us, like the siren hiding beneath
the oceans sparkling surface, enticing and seducing but
essentially drowning us. My figurative explorations expanded
to crocodiles when I participated in the Artists in the Parks program at the Territory Wildlife Park in 2012. I fell in love with their
handsome resident 4-metre-long crocodile, affectionately
known as Graham. I spent many an hour sitting near Graham,
once again weaving and watching. This creative time with
Graham has resulted in many new artworks, one of which,
titled: Lucky, The Patron Saint for All Things Protected, is aptly
named because crocodiles are a protected species, unlike
many of the water dwelling creatures in the Northern Territory
who are suffering from the wrath of marine detritus and other
ill-willed human activities. Lucky also lived up to his name in
September 2013, receiving first prize at the prestigious TOGART
Contemporary Art Prize in Darwin.
Worldwide, plastic is killing more than a million seabirds a
year. It kills by entanglement, and digestion, most commonly from discarded synthetic fishing lines and nets. Plastic
spoons, shopping bags, toys and other household items are
routinely found in the stomachs of dead seabirds and turtles.
Artworks such as Little Angry’s respond to this. Along with my 3
dimensional objects, I try to capture the spirit of my woven
objects on paper, silk and canvas, in works such as Beneath
the Surface, using a photographic printing process called
Cyanotype that was first invented in 1842 and involves using
photosensitive chemistry and the sun.

Plastic Spoonbill

Aly de Groot, 2014
Bali beach rubbish, fishing line, wire
60cmx45cmx45cm

Magpie Goose,

Aly de Groot, 2015
fishingline
45cmx50cmx38cm

Little Angry’s,

Aly de Groot, 2015
fishingline, recycled plastic
bags, recycled fire work
shells, wire
65cmx48cmx28cm

Mr. Percival’s Ghost,
Aly de Groot, 2013
fishing line, pelican skull
170cmx45cmx60cm

Party Croc

Aly de Groot, 2014
fishing line, Croc Skull, wire
170cmx25cmx25cm

Too Caught Up

Aly de Groot, 2015
fishingline, Crocodile skull,
ghost nets, wire
170CMX30CMX25CM

Graham

Aly de Groot, 2014
fishing line, Croc Skull, wire
190cmx45cmx45cm

Blue Croc,

Aly de Groot, 2014
fishing line, Croc Skull, wire
150cmx25cmx25cm

Lucky The Patron Saint For
All Things Protected
TOGART Contemporary Art Prize
winning work
Aly de Groot, 2013
fishing line, Croc Skull, copper
wire, fish hook
175cmx35cmx35cm

Croc in the Pool

Aly de Groot , 2015
ghost Nets, fishingline, crocodile skull
50cmx28cmx27cm

Croc in the Pool

Aly de Groot , 2015
ghost Nets, fishingline, crocodile skull
50cmx28cmx27cm

Mermaid (pink study)
Aly de Groot, 2013
fishing line
170cmx35cmx25cm

Mermaid - Too Caught Up
Aly de Groot, 2013

fishing line
165cmx35cmx25cm

When Human Voices Wake
Us and We Drown
Aly de Groot, 2015,
recycled fishingline
180cmx45cmx38cm

Ghost Net Basket

Aly de Groot, 2012
ghost nets, drift wood
55x35x35cm

Ghost Net basket
Aly de Groot, 2012
ghost nets, drift wood
55x35x35cm

Bones of the Forgotten-2
Aly de Groot 2015
ghost nets, bones, fishingline
65cmx48cmx45cm

Bones of the Forgotten-1
Aly de Groot 2015
ghost nets, bones, fishingline
67cmx48cmx45cm

Bones of the Forgotten-3
Aly de Groot 2015
ghost nets, bones, fishingline
65cmx48cmx45cm

The Jellyfish Wars

Aly de Groot, 2013
fishing line, ghost nets,
Japanese World War 2 Helmets
dimensions variable

Beautiful Monster and still from short film Ghost Story, The Art of Aly de Groot at the Northern
Centre for Contemporary Art, Darwin, 2015

Beautiful Monster

Aly de Groot, 2014
fishing line
150cmx150cmx120cm

Beneath the Surface

Aly de Groot, 2015.
Cyanotype print of hand-woven jellyfish on 350GSM watercolour paper, red cotton
12 Pieces, 21cmx29cm

Beneath the Surface (detail)
Aly de Groot, 2015.

Jellyfish

Aly de Groot, 2015.
Cyanotype print of hand-woven
jellyfish on 350GSM watercolour
paper,wooden frame
100cmx100cm 2015

The Hidden

Aly de Groot, 2015
Cyanotype print of hand-woven
jellyfish on silk and canvas, embroidery hoop
150 cmx100cm

Intertwined

Aly de Groot, 2014
Public Sculpture at
East Point, Fannie Bay, Darwin
Comissioned by the City of Darwin

Selected Exhibitions
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2013
2012
2012
2012
2011
2011
2011
2010
2010
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2008
2008
2007
2007
2007
2006
2006
2006
2005
2005

Human Rights on Show Art Award , Darwin Supreme Court (winner)
The Jellyfish Wars, Northern Centre for Contemporary Art
Voyage to the Deep, Maritime Museum, Sydney, NSW
Underwater Basket Weaving, Territory Wildlife Park,(solo)
Waterhouse Prize,(finalist) South Australia Museum
TOGART Contemporary Art Prize (Winner)
Hobart City Art Prize (finalist)
A Long Tide, Artisan Gallery
A Fine Line, Chan Gallery
Annual Manual, Object Gallery
From Arnhem to Arnhem, Outstation Gallery (solo)
Unspun Mythologies, 24 hr Art Contemporary Art Space (solo)
TOGART Contemporary Art Prize, (finalist) Chan Gallery
Waterhouse Natural History Prize (finalist), SA Museum
Waterhouse Natural History Prize (award winner), SA Museum
Beautiful Beasts, Museum and Art Gallery of the NT
Headmiles, Watch This Space
Basket Case Erotica, DVAA, (solo)
Signs- Masters Graduate Exhibition, CDU Gallery (solo)
The Churchie Art Prize
Human Rights on Show (award winner)
The Freedman Foundation Awards Exhibition
Call and Response, Gallery 152
Connected, Framed Gallery
Talente, International Trades Fair
Entwined, Fitzroy Town Hall
Journey into a Toxic Heartland, CDU Gallery (solo)
Sculpture in the Park (award winner)
Hatched, Selection of National Outstanding Art Graduates, PICA

Darwin
Darwin
Darwin,NT
Adelaide,SA
Darwin, NT
Hobart, TAS
Brisbane, NT
Darwin, NT
Sydney, NSW
Darwin, NT
Darwin, NT
Darwin, NT
Adelaide, SA
Adelaide, SA
Darwin, NT
Alice Springs, NT
Darwin, NT
Darwin, NT
QLD
Darwin, NT
Sydney, NSW
Brisbane, QLD
Darwin, NT
Munich, GERMANY
Melbourne, VIC
Darwin, NT
Darwin, NT
Perth, WA

Selected Awards & Achievements
2016
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2012
2012
2011
2011
2011
2010
2010
2009
2009
2009
2008
2006
2008
2005
2005

Selected participant for The SITUATE Arts Lab, Hobart, a professional development program for Artists to expand their practice, develop concepts, consider works of scale, and
connect with festival audiences through the development of public art projects.
Selected by Screen NT to have a short film made and featured on ABc i-view
Commissioned by the Maritime Museum, Sydney to supply woven jellyfish forms for their
childrens exhibition : Voyage Under the Sea
Commissioned by the City of Darwin to make a large scale woven public artwork, Intertwined, installed at East Point, Darwin
Awarded a highly commended for woven sculptural form- Mermaid, at the Waterhouse
Natural History Art Award in South Australia.
Awarded promotion and presentation funding from Arts NT to exhibit new work created as
an artist in residence at the Territory Wildlife Park as a site specific installation for the 2014
Darwin Festival.
Winner of the major prize for the TOGART Contemporary Art Prize, Darwin, with the woven
sculptural artwork- Lucky, The Patron Saint for all things protected
Commissioned by the Queensland museum to provide a collection of jellyfish woven
from fishing line for an ecological exhibition
Awarded Arts development funding from Arts NT to participate in an artist in residence
program at the Territory Wildlife Park.
Nominated for a Melaleuca Excellence in Environmental Achievement Award
Appeared on ABC’s art Nation as a featured artist
Invited to Finland to be a guest presenter at an inter-university conference at Turku design
school (Finland).
Selected as one of 8 out of 120 nominees for Annual Manual - a survey of leading designers at Object Gallery, Sydney
Artist in resident with the OBRAS Art Foundation in the City of Arnhem, the Netherlands
Recipient of a Charles Darwin University Postgraduate Scholarship to undertake PhD
research in regards to basketry
Awarded third prize in Object and Sculpture Category in the Waterhouse Natural History
and Art Prize
Selected among Australia’s top emerging artists and designers to attend Design Island
Forum in Tasmania, which focused on sustainability in design
Highly commended in the New World Sustainability Category at the Alice Springs Wearable Art Award
Commissioned Artist for the World Youth Day conference, Sydney, NSW
Selected to represent Australia in Talente, the International Trades Fair in Munich, Germany
Recipient of an APA post-graduate Scholarship to undertake Masters research in regards
to basketry
Recipient of a NAVA Freedman Emerging Artists Travel Scholarship.
Selected to represent Charles Darwin University, in Hatched, an exhibition of outstanding
Graduand work at the Perth Institute for Contemporary Art, WA

I would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians and the
elders past and present of the land on which I learn, create and
find inspiration.
These works were created as a PhD candidate and recipient of A
University Post Graduate Scholarship at Charles Darwin University.

